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„How wonderful opera would be if there were no singers“, Rossini once exclaimed, and his 
colleague Claude Debussy protested that “in opera there is always too much singing”. When 
Gianluigi Trovesi, Italy’s great musical archaeologist and one of today’s outstanding 
improvisers, indulges in his old love for the drama and beauty of Italian opera he doesn’t just 
pick a few ever-popular hits to “sing” them on clarinet and alto saxophone, he builds an entire 
suite based on playfully interwoven operatic topics, encompassing the myth of Orpheus, the 
great festive ball, “the game of seduction”, joyous dance, and of course the inexhaustible 
theme of tragic jealousy. Accompanied by a fantastic “banda”, the large wind orchestra with 
percussion as we find it in the on-stage-music of many operas by Donizetti and Verdi, the 
reedman takes us on a humorous journey through the history of the genre, enriched with both 
light and very expressive improvisation. The trajectory leads from Monteverdi’s “Orfeo” via 
Pergolesi, Verdi and Mascagni to Puccini’s “Tosca”.  
 
Both title lines carry witty double meanings: The Italian expression for “Trovesi at the opera” 
is equivocal with “Trovesi at work”, “Profumo di Violetta” on the other hand simultaneously 
alludes to the protagonist of Verdi’s “La Traviata” and to the flower’s sweet perfume – while 
more religious and erotic associations linger in the background. Humour and irony are 
paramount in “Profumo di Violetta” – an impish and charming, thoroughly Italian brand of 
iconoclasm that is always tinged with a strong poetic sense. This becomes evident already in 
the initial dawn with its musical gesture of “once upon a time at the Mediterranean”, or in 
Mario Cavaradossi’s march to his execution from “Tosca” where Trovesi’s clarinet gives its 
jazzy commentaries before the music leads back to the Te Deum from the finale of the first 
act. In “Trovesi all’opera”, the great intensity of Italy’s favourite art is juxtaposed with 
cheeky popular humour – which doesn’t exclude deep love and respect. The popular and the 
sublime, irony and unrestrained emotion meet in this ingenious project with an 
improvisational spirit that conveys the pure joy of music making. 
 
The importance of the Banda in Italian provincial society can hardly be overstated. Recruiting 
its players from different milieus, these orchestras which played at all major civic and 
religious celebrations served as a melting pot for the social classes. In the age before the 
advent of the mass media, traditional Banda-repertoire, consisting of popular marches, 
waltzes, Neapolitan songs and – most important – operatic tunes, served as a kind of cultural 
memory that handed on popular musical treasures from generation to generation. Trovesi 
himself grew up listening to the local banda playing in the courtyards of his native village of 
Nembro near Bergamo. As he says in his personal introduction to the present recording, he 
decided to take up the clarinet as a boy when, unexpectedly, one day the regular player was 
missing from the orchestra. 
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Like most Bandas in the 20th century, “Filarmonica Mousiké” have shifted the focus of their 
repertoire to original contemporary compositions thus developing into a concert orchestra. It 
was Gianluigu Trovesi’s idea to revisit Italian opera from an unconventional angle by 
combining famous and lesser known tunes and including orchestral excerpts that enhance the 
symphonic design of the composition. While the general concepts were conceived by Trovesi, 
“Profumo di Violetta” is the product of an intense collaboration with the orchestra’s 
musicians who contributed significantly to the arrangements.  
 
Gianluigi Trovesi, almost unchallenged amongst clarinettists in Europe, has been one of the 
defining figures of Italian jazz, a multiple prize-winner in his homeland since the 1970s. 
Membership of Giorgio Gaslini’s groups helped raise his profile but it was not until the 1990s 
that Trovesi began to be widely known internationally, both as the outstanding soloistic star 
of the Italian Instabile Orchestra (ECM album “Skies of Europe”), and leader of his own 
bands, particularly the Octet, which would also record for ECM. (“Fugace” by the Gianluigi 
Trovesi Ottetto, recorded in 2002, takes a very unorthodox look at some of the roots of early 
jazz). Subesquently Trovesi issued two highly successful discs with accordionist Gianni 
Coscia – “In cerca di cibo” and “Round about Weil”.  
 
On his most recent release “Vaghissimo ritratto” (with Fulvio Maras and Umberto Petrin) he 
pulled together melodies and musical portraits from all manner of sources: Palestrina, 
Orlando di Lasso, Monteverdi, Josquin Des Prés, Jacques Brel, Italian pop singer Luigi 
Tenco, as well as pieces by the group members individually, plus collective improvising.  
 

“Trovesi all’opera” will be presented at an international release concert at ParmaJazz 
Frontiere Festival '08 on November 1. More dates are in preparation. CD-package includes 
28-page illustrated booklet with an essayby Roberto Magni and an introductory note by 
Gianluigi Trovesi  

 
 
 
Useful Links  
http://www.filarmonicamousike.it/
http://www.gianluigitrovesi.com/
http://www.ecm-records.de/artists/trovesi   
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